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The Lambert model, made from tensile 

aluminium, is reinforced at the stress joints 

with stainless steel. This entry level frame is 

an ideal match for a polyester canopy with 

a scalloped valance as standard. Acrylic 

fabric and straight edge are available as 

an option.

The RS Plus market umbrella is reinforced 

with stainless steel. With over 150 acrylic 

colour choices we’re sure to find one 

you like and promote your company with 

brand printing as an option.

Polyester fabric with a high UV protection.  Heavy 

duty zips on either side to enable joining of adjacent 

sheets. 2.0m drop with a PVC kicking strip at the 

bottom with eyelets. Available in 2.5m  

and 3m versions.

Polyester fabric with a high UV protection including 

a window.  Heavy duty zips on either side to enable 

joining of adjacent sheets. 2.0m drop with a PVC 

kicking strip at the bottom with eyelets. Available in 

2.5m and 3m versions.

The RS Plus market umbrella is the 

outdoor market leader in frame 

manufacture. A favourite of street traders 

the acrylic striped canopies come in 

red/white, yellow/white, blue/white and 

green/white as standard.

With this entry level frame and sizes up 

to 3.5m x 3.5m a plain canopy in red, 

white or yellow is ideal for flower sellers. 

Hooking points for rain gutters and side 

sheets are fitted every half metre inside 

the valance.

Lambert Umbrella 3m x 3m  
with Plain Polyester Canopy

Lambert Umbrella 3m x 2.5m 
with Striped Polyester Canopy

RS Plus umbrella 3m x 3m with 
Plain Acrylic Canopy

RS/Lambert Side Sheet Plain

Accessories for our Market Stall Umbrellas

RS/Lambert Side Sheet with Window

RS Plus umbrella 3m x 2.5m  
with Striped Acrylic Canopy
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Market Stall Umbrellas
Our Market Stall Umbrellas are easy to erect and quick to pack away.  

Choose between acrylic or a coated polyester fabric

15kg Block Weight Easy to handle. Can be used for both Lambert and RS+ umbrellas and other possible models.
£43.00 + 

vat

15Kg Flat Weights with Handle 

and Hook
For use with canopy supports. Increases stability of the umbrella. Zinc plated steel. Carry Handle.

£51.50  

+ vat

Canopy Support Pole 2.2m with 

16mm Connecting Clamp

Telescopic support pole to 2.2m with plain top.

General application 25mm top diameter. Telescopic from 1.2m to 2.2m.

£21.50  

+ vat

Ground Socket Support Tube
Featuring a locking mechanism the in-ground sleeve has a locking lid that hides it away when the 

umbrella is removed for safety. Suitable for use with our Lambert or RS Plus Market Umbrellas.

£110.00  

+ vat

Ground socket with locking 

hinged lid

Using our specially designed fitting, market umbrellas can be installed  

permanently in grass, concrete, paving or decking.

£135.00 

+ vat

Half Umbrella Portable  

Umbrella Stand

3 foot folding stand. Feet 0.5m long. Adjuster for levelling the umbrella on an uneven surface. 

17Kgs.

£93.50  

+ vat

Portable Umbrella Stand
3 foot folding stand. Feet 0.5m long. Adjuster for levelling the umbrella on an uneven surface. 

17Kgs.

£89.00 + 

vat

Sheet Hooks
Sheet hook used to secure a canopy’s side sheet. Wing screw for adjusting the tension of the 

sheet. Attaches to the canopy support inners.

£5.50  

+ vat

Includes Hooking 

points for Rain Gutters 

& Side Sheets

12 Tensioned Ribs are 

included as Standard.

Great value for money!

Provides superior 

rigidity & strength 

weighing only 15 kilos!

2.5m - £102.50 + vat

3m - £115.50 + vat

2.5m - £95.00 + vat

3m - £105.50 + vat

from £468.50 + vat

from £713.00 + vat

from £525.00 + vat

from £605.00 + vat
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Half Umbrellas
Do you need an umbrella where space is an issue? Our Half Umbrella could be just the solution you have 

been looking for. Our current range of umbrellas are second to none in the UK

Gazebo Colours Available

Red  

207c

Purple  

2602c

Pink  

219c

Yellow

123c

Green  

349c

Orange  

165c

Blue  

293c

Grey  

4c

White  

Black  

6c

Taupe  

409c

Leaf Tree  

Built in Britain, The Trader Extreme Pro 50 Pop-up gazebo is an absolute favourite among market traders and 

has been designed to meet the requirements of the professional market by using the highest quality materials 

available. Featuring an easy-up, fast build mechanism, the structure is quickly and easily erected by two people 

in just a few minutes. The Trader Extreme Pro 50 frame comes fully assembled with profile aluminium joints on all 

leg and centre poles, giving an unbeatable performance when it comes to heavy duty use.

• Leg size: Hexagonal 50 x 50mm - (60mm x 60mm corner to corner)

• We use robust screws fixing for easy repair

• Profile aluminium joints and fixing (not cast aluminium which breaks)

• Tube up to 2mm profile aluminium

• Canopy weight: 7kg

• Sprung loaded wind resistant framework

The RS half-umbrella opens and closes with just 

one handle. Thanks to the side-seated mast It can 

be placed directly on the wall and is ideal for small 

outdoor area at sidewalk cafés, bakeries or Food 

stalls but also as a complement to Market stall. 

D-rings for hanging in introductions every 50 cm.

Standard for all RS screens PVC at the corners 

closed. Standard height 25 cm (higher possible on 

request) Edge binding colour matching. D-rings for 

hanging in introductions every 50 cm.

Perfect for home and garden and 

moderate commercial use. It is our 

mid-range heavy-duty gazebo for 

commercial applications. Pro-40 comes 

complete with Heavy-duty wheelie 

storage bag with storage compartments 

for equipment. Available in 3 sizes.

Perfect for home & garden and light 

commercial use. Comes fully assembled 

with no expense spared boasting profile 

aluminium joints on all leg and centre 

poles Profile aluminium profile centre 

joints Available in 3 sizes and a wide 

range of colours. See opposite.

All of our half umbrellas have sprung ribs to keep the fabric of 

the canopy taught and looking smart. A choice of bases to 

suit your needs. A choice of different quality fabrics available. 

Canopies can be linked together using a rain gutter, canopy 

supports and ‘U’ links. Takes just 30 seconds to erect.

Pro 50 Pop-up Gazebo – Polyester canopy - Ideal for Heavy Commercial Use

Half Umbrella RS Acrylic Half Umbrella RS Polyester

Trader Pro 40 Gazebo Trader MX32 Gazebo 

Half Umbrella Lambert Polyester

Perfect for small 

spaces as there are no 

obstructions

Ideal for Market Stalls, 

Cafés, Bakeries and 

food stalls

Our Half umbrella sits 

tightly against the walls 

of buildings & vehicles

Available in a wide 

range of colours, see 

swatch below

3m x 3m

3m x 4.5m

3m x 6m

Gazebos
You Won’t Find a More Durable Safety Shade than our Gazebos

3m x 3m - £326.00 + vat

3m x 4.5m - £422.00 + vat

3m x 6m - £575.00 + vat

3m x 3m - £412.50 + vat

3m x 4.5m - £537.00 + vat

3m x 6m - £719.00 + vat

3m x 3m - £211.00 + vat

3m x 4.5m - £287.00 + vat

3m x 6m - £383.50 + vat

2.5m x 1.5m - from £343.50 + vat

3m x 1.5m - from £393.50 + vat

4m x 1.5m - from £436.00 + vat

3m x 1.5m - from £545.50 + vat

3m x 2m - from £609.00 + vat

4m x 1.5m - from £609.00 + vat

3m x 1.5m - from £484.50 + vat

3m x 2m - from £535.50 + vat

4m x 1.5m - from £535.50 + vat
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Gazebos Side Sheets & Canopy
A fantastic range of heavy duty side sheets and canopies for your gazebos

Uniquely designed side walls include a clear windows at the 

rear for maximum light exposure into your event, blank side 

wall from right to left for printed advertising space. The clear 

window panel also features a shutter cover, which can be 

conveniently rolled up or down depending on the privacy of 

your event. All side panels attach together at the corner with 

heavy-duty zips, heavy duty Velcro is used all way around 

the valance to attach to the canopy. The front entry roll up 

door panel also comes complete with very heavy-duty zips. 

Exclusive PVC skirt set on every side wall ensures water 

drainage away from your event as well as being very easy 

to clean.

Replacement canopy for our range of Pop Up Gazebos. Made from 600d Polyester PVC coated material 

with reinforced corners and mid sections crafted to withstand the test of time. The Gala Shade Canopy is 

unquestionably the highest quality available in the event industry and is engineered to resist fading and 

degradation from the elements. This product guarantees customer satisfaction.

• 600d Polyester PVC lined panels

• Heavy duty eyelets inside & out

• Sleeve for ground bar

• Heavy duty Velcro which attached to canopy

• Heavy duty zips up corners

• Zip door entry & tie back clips

• 600d heavy-duty material

• Polyester PVC coated on the inside

• Reinforced corners with heavy-duty Velcro

• Reinforced mid-sections

• Reinforced peek pole section with locating strap

• Valance Velcro to attach sidewalls

• Built-in locating straps to tie canopy to framework

Trader Set of Side Sheets

Trader Gazebo - Canopy only 

3m x 6m

3m x 6m

3m x 3m

3m x 3m

3m x 4.5m

3m x 4.5m

3m x 3m - £115.00 + vat

3m x 4.5m - £144.00 + vat

3m x 6m - £182.00 + vat

Bungee Elastic Toggle Straps 

are an imperative part of your 

Marquee. Contains Single Bungees.

Bungee Toggle Straps

£2.50 + vat Each

LED Garden Marquee Globe Light 

Set - 4 Count - 240V 3W E27 LED

Includes 7.5  

metres of  

heavy duty  

rubber cable  

and plug.

Globe Light Set

Trader Extreme Hex 50 
Gazebo Storage Bag

£90.00 + vat Each

Trader MX 32 Gazebo 
Storage Bag

£40.00 + vat Each

Trader Pro Hex 40  
Gazebo Storage Bag

£45.00 + vat Each

Screw fixing light bulbs for Globe 

Light Set. 25w replacement bulbs.

Set of 10 Light Bulbs

£10.00 + vat Each

3m x 30mm Nylon heavy duty 

web strap. Includes two heavy 

duty ratchets & two heavy ground 

stake pegs.

Storm Straps & Pegs

£14.50 + vat Each

2900mm (W) x 320mm (H) Valance 

banner wrap - Set of 4. PVC Finish.

Printed Banner Wrap

POA Please call for further details

6mm rope around bag, waterproof 

and UV resistant camping  

rope, white colour  

with eyelet to fix rope.

Anchor Bag

Cast Iron. Weights leg pole up to 

50mm. Stackable construction.

Interlocking Weights

£67.50 + vat Each

Heavy-duty polyester material 

Height: 43cm – Width: 47cm

Packed in pairs.

Gazebo Leg Weights

£12.00 + vat Per Pair

The gutter kit is made from high 

quality Poly/PVC coated 300gram 

material. Ideal for standing more 

than one side  

by side.

Gazebo Gutter Kit

£11.50 + vat

3m x 3m - £96.00 + vat

3m x 4.5m - £125.00 + vat

3m x 6m - £163.00 + vat

Comes complete 
with carry handle 

Optional Design 
Service on wraps

120gsm pre padding, 

150mm x 38mm Heavy 

Duty Wheels, Heavy 

Duty Zips & Size: 40cm 

x 40cm x 154cm.

Quality zips with 

handy carry handle 

comes complete with 

wheels, front storage 

pocket for canopy or 

sidewalls, rear pocket 

for pegs and bits.

Portable wheels, 

canopy storage 

compartment. Loaded 

with straps and 

buckles, carry handles, 

Rear pocket for  

pegs  & straps.

from

6 set £55.00 + vat Each

+ vat Each£40.00
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Market Tables
Our Market Tables are made from Zinc Plated  

Steel for extra durability  

Quick and easy to deploy. Folding to 2m x 1m x .07m

Folds flat. 2m x 1m display space. 0.7m high. Weighs 

21Kgs. Great for displaying products in trays. Strong 

construction made  

from zinc plated  

steel

At TST Shading we know that the most important 

part of any display is the market stall table display. 

A good display can be the difference in making 

a sale or not. We offer a comprehensive range of 

heavy duty temporary tables, step displays and 

folding rail tables in a selection of sizes which  

are designed to quickly and easily break down into 

small pieces for easy transportation to and from  

the Market. 

Overall dimensions 30 x 155 x 3cm.  

Each step - 16cm. Folded dimensions  

30 x 155 x 10cm.

Quick and easy to deploy. Folding to 2m x 1 x 0.05m, 

sloping surface when open. 0.7m high at front, 

1.2m high at the back. Weighs - 21Kgs. Great for 

displaying products in trays.  

Strong construction made  

from zinc plated steel.

Available in 0.8m or 0.67m height 

options. Linking bars can be used 

to make the frame even stronger 

or to link other tables giving flexible 

combinations. Boards or wooden 

roll top can be used at the counter 

surface Easy to handle. Deployable 

in seconds. Weighs 8Kgs. 

Available in 0.8m or 0.67m height 

options. Linking bars can be used 

to make the frame even stronger 

or to link other tables giving flexible 

combinations. Boards or wooden 

roll top can be used at the counter 

surface. Easy to handle and 

deployable in seconds. Weighs 8kgs. 

Electroplated steel frame prevents it 

from rusting and clean to handle.

Quick and easy to deploy.  

Folding to 2m x 0.5m x .05m. Folds flat

2m x 0.5m display space. 0.7m high

21Kgs. Great for displaying products in trays

Strong construction made from zinc plated steel

0.69m long. Easy to handle. Electroplated steel 

frame prevents it from rusting and clean to handle

Linking bars can be used to make the frame even 

stronger or to link other tables giving  

flexible combinations

A four stepped table that folds into a small 

manageable pack. Improves the presentation of 

bulky products. Zinc plated steel 1.5m Wide, 1.2m 

Deep, 1.16m High.  

Stepped heights at  

44cm, 68cm, 96cm  

and 116cm.

Folding table frame for sloped display of cartons 

and boxes. Most suitable for Fruit and Veg traders 

who display in crates. Height at back is 0.58m and 

is 1.5m long. Folds down to a nominal 1.5m x 0.8m 

package. Crates or boxes need to be  

0.5m long. Zinc plated steel.

Flat Open Rail Table

3 Stepped Open Rail TableSloping Open Rail Table Compact Folding Rail Table 2m

Compact Folding Rail Table 1m

Bench Open Rail Table Linking Bars – Standard4 Stepped Open Rail Table Crate Table

2m x 1m - £197.00 + vat

£377.00 + vat2m x 1m - £251.00 + vat

2m x 50cm - £154.00 + vat£400.00 + vat £65.50 + vat £6.00 + vat

Market Stall Rail Tables

1m x 0.67m - £37.00 + vat

1m x 0.8m - £39.00 + vat

2m x 0.67m - £44.50 + vat

2m x 0.8m - £48.00 + vat

Image shows the 

Compact Folding Rail 

Table Folded Flat

Electroplated steel 

frame prevents the  

table from rusting.

Flat Open Rail Tables 

Fold down fast and are 

easy to store away

Simple way to create 

lots of different table 

combinations and sizes
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Market Trailers
A selection of our best selling mobile Market Trailers 

A lifting roof operated by a hand crank. It is completely set up in just a few minutes and can be equipped in 

various ways. It is the absolute classic market stall. A bread shelf for bakery products, a cold counter for cheese 

and sausage, gradual cooling for olives and Mediterranean specialities, a gas grill for steaks, bars for hangers or 

lockable drawers for jewellery. With this all rounder no boundaries are in sight. Available in 6 different sizes.

Our Multi-axle Market Trailer is exactly what you need. Simple load distribution thanks to variable distance, good 

driving stability, easy manoeuvring, no supporting feet or support wheel needed while loading and unloading. The 

type 700 with roller shutters can depending on the basic version be extended to up to 24m. With that, the type 

700 offers a large mobile sales area which is suitable for almost every product.

Classic Market Trailer Multi-axle Trailer with Slewing Ring

All our multi-axle trailers are 

individually crafted to your exact 

specification. Please call TST Shading 

where we can help you choose the 

right size at the right price!

All our classic market trailers are 

individually crafted to your exact 

specification. Please call TST Shading 

where we can help you choose the 

right size at the right price!

Available in a wide 

range of colours, 

contact us for details
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